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Studies dealing with the problem of action of a stamp on an isotropic or transversely 
isotropic half-space under the condition that the boundary of the half-space is a plane 
of elastic symmetry and that the stamp presses in the-direction of the axis of elastic 
symmetry and has axisymmetric shape are generally known. However, only isolated 
papers ll, 51 or none at all are devoted to the action of a stamp on an anisotropic half- 

space in the more general case of anisotropy or the case of transversely isotropic body 

under the condition that the boundary of the half-space is not a plane of elastic sym- 

metry. 
It is shown below that the pressure distribution for a stamp with circular or elliptical 

plan form remains the same when the stamp acts on an anisotropic (orthotropic) half- 

space as it was for its action on an isotropic half-space. The method is based on the 
construction of a complex loading function corresponding to the given loading. 

Formulas are presented for the impression of stamps of different shapes for the ortho- 

tropic body and the transversely isotropic medium. In the last case it was assumed that 

the boundary plane contains the axis of elastic symmetry. The case of off-center action 
of the compression force is examined. Through construction and utilization of the com- 

plex loading function the possibility of expanding the method to the case of an isotropic 
medium is indicated. 

1. Orthotropic half-apace under the action of a normal lord. 
Equations of elastic equilibrium of an orthotropic body have the following solution r2]: 

Here vk are the roots of the equation 

A* v+m4j (M+G)=v’ 
(N +f443 B* (L +F)PY =o 
(MfG)av (L$F)Pv C* 

A* = Aa2 + IQ2 + itlv2, B* = iva2 + Bp + Lv2 

C* = Ma2 + BP2 + Cv2, a = cos Cl, 6 = sin 6 

Cl.11 

(I.21 

Functions Ok, which depend on the argument Q~= la+ IJ~ + vkz, are arbitrary. 

avkAk(l), fJvkAk(‘) and Akt3) are minors of the determinant in the left side of Eq. (1.2), 
corresponding to elements of the third row and the root vk; B, C, A.. . are elastic con- 
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stants, The pairwise complex conjugate roots v&depend only on & and 62, which follows 

from (1.2). 
If on the boundary of the half-space z >, u only the normal axisymmetric load is act- 

ing, then the functions ok, which are analyticaI in the upper half-plane and vanish at 

infinity, are found from equations which result from the boundary conditions 
3 

2 Yk [GCJlr(l) -+ Fj?zA @) -t_ CA,c:“)f wI; := yy+ 
k 

h‘==t 

i (vtA, is3 -+ Ah.(3)) oh. = 0 (~Pl, 2,) (1.3) 
k=1 

Here Y+ is the boundary value of the function ‘Lv(Q) determined by the following 

equations : dY f O” CD {z) 8% I_-- ~ 
&z ~- zti c 

I d t o&3 
X---Q ’ @ (r) - g x c 

il v’Tq 

(t.4) 

‘i.?C 

The function Y (a) vanishing at infinity, we call the complex loading function corre- 

sponding to a given loading an the boundary of the half-space. 

In all subsequent investigations it is found directly by means of analytical extension. 
If Ak are minors of determinant A,, of the system of Eq. (1.3), then 

f$ (SZJ = 2 97 (sd& (k=i, 2, 31 (r.5) 

Substi~t~~ this into (1.1) we obtain the equations for elastic displacements and, in 

particular 

2. Action of a cftcurrr flat strmp on L orthotropic 
Let a norma load of the following form act an an orthotropic half-space 

-- P -- 

The principal values for the logarithms are taken here. ~orres~nd~gly we obtain 

From (1.6) we derive 

(2.5) 

We further have 
I = p cos v, y -= p sin q, j = p ~05 (0 -- qf 

If p <Bar then ] .$ ] < R,. Therefore, according to (2, a), in points on the half-space 
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boundary where p < Rr, , we obtain ‘12~ s 

Sr 

Ak@fAk . 
, ReTdf3 

o k=l 

(2.6) 

It is taken into account here that integrals of the form 

are equal to zero and that the integrand in (2.6) depends only on us and 8”. In this man- 

ner for points of the half-space where p < R, elastic displacements normal to the bound- 
ary turn out to be constant. It follows from this that solution (1.1) which corresponds to 

load (2.1) is the solution of the problem of pressure on an orthotripic half-space by a 
smooth circular flat stamp with a radius RQ. The stamp is loaded in the center by a force 

P. Equation (2.6) determines the impression of the stamp. 
We note that for all real orthotropic bodies the integral in the right side of Eq. (2.6) 

is positive. In the opposite case we would have a result contradictory to the theorem of 

existence and uniqueness of the solution for the formulated problem. 

A direct proof of the positiveness of the mentioned integral can easily be carried out 
for an orthotropic body of a particular shape when the elastic constants are connected 
through the following additional relationships 

3 =A,G=F,M=L (2.7) 
and also the inequa~ties 

HC - F2 > 0, A>H (2.6) 
which are satisfied for all real bodies of the class (2. ‘7)‘ presented in [3]. However. we 
shall not dwell on this. 

BelOW, in the case of transversely isotropic body the positiveness of the integral which 
determines the impression of the stamp is established directly. 

Equation (2,5) makes it possible to find the normal displacements of points of the 

boundary which do not lie inside the circle p \< l?,,. Here the integrand in (2.5) will be 

different from zero for a set of values 6, which satisfy the inequalities 

P cos (6 - (P) < R,, P > RO (2.9) 

3, Action of a flat stamp with an elliptical plan form, Let E be 
the region of the plane z = 0 which is bounded by tne ellipse with half-axes a and b . 

Let GE be its complement to the full plane. 
The normal stresses in points &f (3, Y, 9) of the boundary of the half-space are given 

in the form -P 

G==2n I/Z(1 _ 3cX/a‘: _ y:‘jb’)‘i? (IV E E) 

or = 0 w E CE) (3.1: 

(3.3) 

U, = cos e, = E,UA-1, Bl = sin er = Z,fiA-‘, d0, = A-%%) 



Were we take advantage of the fact that if 0 E f&%za>, then also 8, E (0,2 stf, and vice 
verse, In this manner the soliving f~~ct~o~ corresponding to load (3. I) has the form 

i, e, it is obtained from (2.3) through replacement of Ii0 by T/z, 1~2 this connection,in 

Eqs. (1, I)-(X.3),(-2,5) and (2, a), It is necessary to replace CL and p by C&A-I and @A-l 
and to set Bt, = (ZOI -+ yfi j Y&Z) h-r” 
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Here 

+ L (AC - P.) p” + 4LN (TX + F) czzp + 4N” (TIT - L) a4 
NA (k + k) (4.9) 

If m > 2L d- F and N -< L, then A, (CL, p) > 0 for all real CL and fi. 
We obtain ‘/? x 

v (z, 0, z) -z - 4 
c 

it&? 
~ c Al(x, @) Reiy+de (4.10) 

The settling of the stamp is determined’by the following equation in accordance with 

For a flat stamp with elliptical plan form we obtain correspondingly 

If the medium is isotropic, then 
C=A=h+-2p.1 L = 2%’ = p, F = h, y1 = yz = -p3 -- 1 (4.13) 

Substituting into (4.12) we derive the known result J4] 

G-t-W p 
‘I*= - 

v (x, 0, 2) = 
CJ$L (h + p) ab (4.24) 

6, A rtomp bounded by the surface of an ellfptfcrl prrrboloid. 
Let the normal stresses in points hit of the boundary be distributed according to the follow- 
ing relationships 

ey (2, 0, 2) = & ! 
i-f-$ 

i 

‘I2 
(M E E) 

oy (2, 0, z) = 0 (M E CE) (5.1) 
In the given case it is easy to show that 

Y (&)= 3P 
L - 8.x (ab)“h 

J/f;;- n,+ ‘ab .- Qn2 ln n, - jfz 
2 Q&2+@ 1 (5.2) 

Here 

For g = 0 , taking into account the boundary value of function Y”when the selection 
of branches of logarithms is made as indicated above. we obtain 

?X 

v (2. 0, 2) = 
(5.3) 

From this li?lr 
v (2, 0, z) = ?j -- JLx” - J&, 

3P 
qgc (5.4) 

fl = 
4x (alIp s 

0 

The term containing the product x9 drops out because the corresponding integral 

becomes zero. Considering the area of contact between the stamp and the half-space 
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to be sufficiently small, we obtain 

J1 = Rx-‘, JB = R,-” (5.5) 

Here RI and R, are the principal radii of curvature of the surface bounding the stamp 
at the point M (0, 0, 0). From (5.5) we find I, and I, = Z1-l, and subsequently a, b and 6. 

We note that in the case under examination a contact area of elliptical shape corre- 
sponds to a stamp with a circular plan form because for a = b the values of Jl and J, 

are different. 

6, Prsraure of a ctrmp with circular plan form with off-canter 
application of presring fores, Normal stresses in the circle p < i9, of the 

boundary of the half-space y = 0 are given in the form 

uy = - Pi2sKR~~ II + 3 (qg + 2@Z) zi,-21. (R,B - p2)-‘11 (6.1) 
Let us construct the complex loading function corresponding to the load (6. I). We set 

2x 

2 

(Rd’ - p2)“’ 
= af ma s E = 62 + ,I32 

,~ 

It is easy to establish that 
9% 2x 

c 
af(FJdfl =coscp 

s 
af (pa)& 

Is = P cos cp 

0" 
\y=psinq i 

0 

(6.2) 

For f (g) we obtain therefore the following equation: 
PX 

which reduces to Abel’s equation. Its solution is written in the fo,Ilo~ing form : 

(‘5.5) 

By analogy we have !?x 
3 

c 
(Ro” - p’l”p= i 

Pi (E.1 de 

In this manner, taking into account the representation of function 

obtain the ~ansformation of (6.1) in the form 

uw 
CR,% _ p2)-'Ia 

, we 

(6.7) 

Without violating (6.7) and with the requirement of disappearance of TII X2) at infinity. 

we derive 

It is easy to verify that the second term in parentheses has no effect on the settling 
of the stamp. The selection of branches of logarithms was indicated above. Substitut- 
ing into (4.10) we obtain for y = 0 and p < Ro 

(6.9) 

or (since the integral containing the product a/S is equal to zero), 
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P 
%u 

U(Z,O, z)=- s ?A - 2nRo Ai (a. P) 
1 + 3 (zoza2 + sozp’) 

Rdd 1 

de 
(6.10) 

0 

It follows from (6.10) that the loading function (6.8) realizes the solution of the prob- 
lem of action of a circular flat stamp on an anisotropic half-space for the case where 

the force P is applied off-center. 
If a flat stamp with elliptical plan form is loaded in the same manner by a force P , 

then using the same reasoning as above, we obtain correspondingly 

P 
Y(qJ=- 

8ll I’;;1 
i + ‘3 (502 + zap) 

abA 
sz 

k 1 
+Wyt$) 1, &k=(Z" +@+ihky) A-r 

Function (6.11) corresponds to the load 

(6.12) 

The expression in parentheses containing so and z0 must be positive. This places a 
limitation on the location of the point at which the force P is applied. The displace- 

ments of points under the stamp are found from the following formula: 

Analogous results can be written for the orthotropic body. 
Taking (4.13). we obtain the known results for the isotropic medium. 
In all cases examined, the elastic displacements in the half-space disappear not slower 

than (21 + y2 + z’)-‘1:. 

From the material presented above we conclude that at least for the orthotropic body 

and the transversely isotropic medium the pressure distribution under the stamp does not 

depend on the form of anisotropy in the problems which were examined. The dimensions 

of the pressure area (if they are not given) and the settling of the stamp depend on the 
form of anisotropy. 

In conclusion we note the possibility of application of this method in the case of an 

isotropic body. As a preliminary it is necessary here to construct the solution (1.1). For 
this purpose it is sufficient to insert (1.5) into (1.1) and to go to the limit with utiliza- 
tion of (4.13). 
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